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**Synopsis**

"Expanded for Playstation 4 and XBOX One"--Cover.
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**Customer Reviews**

I don't normally write reviews but I thought I would for this. I got this to go with my PC edition and my immediate reaction was good until I realized that a lot of information is missing. Zero information on how to earn money and no information at all on the Assassination missions and how to earn tons of money with them! Also a key mission involving a certain therapist in the game is not even mentioned. I'm not sure how much else is missing but for a strategay guide it is appalling on how little "strategay" advice is actually in it. Only reason it gets two stars is it is mildly helpful.

Obviously there are better and more updated guides online but it is only because the game is constantly updated. If you got the guide the very moment the game got out it was probably worth it. It is worth it if like me you are a fan of the game. However if you are the kind of player who likes to explore and figure out by yourself how to complete the game, the guide is not for you because with all the spoilers all the surprises are taken away. I enjoyed the part where all the cars and weapons are published with each detail on every car and weapon, but now after two years of updates with new cars and weapons the guide is less and less relevant.
Fantastic guide. It really helps you understand the Multiplayer component (since I’m waiting for the PC version, I needed clarification for MP :D). The guide is fantastically detailed to reach 100% completion of the SP game, especially with the new additions to the game since it rolled out on next-gen consoles :D

Decent guide, but still missing a few details from the newest DLC.

Nice one, but the picture... little blur

The strategy book covers it all.

Really a fantastic book! Contents in this book are far more than I can ever played in game. Every tip is described in detail and with screenshot.

A great help when trying to find all the spaceship parts and scraps of paper. Good pictures and detail. A nice thick book for a thin price.
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